
Telescopic car holder with suction cup
SKU: TEHWSUPWIND

The extendable swivel holder for optimum control of your smartphone in comfort

EXTENDABLE AND ADJUSTABLE: VERSATILITY GUARANTEED

The telescopic car holder features a tilting and extendable rod that adapts perfectly to the size of the passenger
compartment of the vehicle you're driving, whether it's a truck, van, or car. 

ATTACHES TO THE DASHBOARD OR WINDSCREEN

Thanks to the practical sensor you can attach it to the dashboard or windscreen giving you the freedom to choose where to fix it
and at what distance from you. The safety lock ensures maximum stability.

EXTENDABLE ARMS FIT MOST SMARTPHONES

The swivel clamp allows you to position the phone as you like to help you control it better. The two arms extend up to 9 cm
and fix most Samsung, Apple, Huawei, Xiaomi, Oppo and other smartphone brands  perfectly.

The release button, located on the side of the clamp, allows you to release the phone easily and effortlessly. 

KEY FEATURES:

equipped with tilting and extendable rod up to....
equipped with suction cup for attaching to windscreen or dashboard
with safety lock
arm extension up to 9 cm
360° rotatable clamp



with release button



Telescopic car holder with suction cup
SKU: TEHWSUPWIND

Technical data
Rotation: 360°  
Coupling mode: Suction cup for windshield or dashboard  
Maximum width: 90 mm  
EAN: 8018417338588  
SKU: TEHWSUPWIND  
Weight: 70 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 70 mm  
Width Pack: 160 mm  
Depth Inner: 410 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 245 g  
Width Inner: 210 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 160 mm  
Weight Inner: 1630 g  
Width Master: 430 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 360 mm  
Weight Master: 7405 g  
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